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deal with it, for the crops of a recalcitrant landlord could be
destroyed, they explained, c with a single match '. The
country-folk of this province had always been the easy prey
of demagogues and of Mussolini's friends and colleagues.
Socialist propaganda had never made much impression on
them, which explains why the district was first to give way
to fascist pressure. With a fine instinct for local feeling the
fascists adopted as their slogan here : ' The land for those
who till it', without waiting for future socialization. The
Agrarian Association let itself be persuaded into leasing
several thousand hectares direct to individual workers, who
thus escaped their quota of labour service. Generally
speaking the land was poor, and not much of it was ceded.
These * Potemkin villages3 only served to enhance the
poverty of most of the wage-earners of the province, but the
fascists could now say : c You see, the socialists promised
you everything and gave you nothing ; they even prevented
you from having your own land to farm. Thefasci have set
up hundreds of families who can farm their own land all
the year round.3 The country-folk were rallied by this
single word of hope, after being frightened by the punitive
expeditions. The peasant * leagues 53 no longer under the
protection of the traditional system, went over in a block to
the fascist syndicates, to join the struggle against ( socialist
tyranny '. The first fascist syndicate was created on
February 25, 1921, in the commune of San Bartoloraeo of
Bosco, in the province of Ferrara, at the headquarters in
the old socialist Lega.1 The co-operatives soon followed the
syndicates, while lorry-loads of blackshirts touring the
country forcibly dissolved the local socialist administrations.
In November 1920 all twenty-one communes of the province
had been won by the socialists ; towards the end of April
1921 only four were left, and it was not long before these
were dissolved or forced to resign.
By the end of 1920 the fascists were making habitual use
of * punitive expeditions9 to extend their Influence. These
were employed on a large scale in Julian Venetia, where the
fascist groups were openly supported by the local authorities,
1 The Lega was the farm labourers* syndicate in each district; these
tended to be socialist.

